2006 saturn vue electrical problems

One problem related to electrical failure has been reported for the Saturn VUE. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Three times, while my 73 year old mother was driving,
the entire warning light cluster has come on while driving. The first occurrence she pulled over
and stopped the motor. She restarted it and the lights remained on for about 1 mile, the vehicle
seemed to be working okay, then the lights went out before she got home. She reported it to the
dealer it is a lease vehicle. They asked her to drive it in the following day; they could not
duplicate the problem and returned the car to her. The same thing happened about two weeks
later. This time the lights remained on and the dealer said it was traced to a bad electrical
connector. They replaced the connector and returned the vehicle to mom. About two weeks
later the lights all came and the electronic power steering system failed. Mom could barely turn
the wheel enough to pull over. Fortunately she was stopped at the time talking to a friend on the
street near her house. If she had been in traffic there surely would have been an accident. The
dealer sent a tow truck right away and picked up the vehicle. They have replaced an electronic
module and the lights stayed on; they now have changed the main computer and a totally
different bank of lights came on. Now they are working on getting her a different vehicle, one
that she can feel safe in. The dealership in colorado springs where she leased it from is doing
everything they can to make things right -- their service has been great, just a piece of junk
system in the Vue. Car Problems. Electrical Failure problem 1. Electrical System problems
Electrical System problems. Ignition Switch problems. Ignition problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Instrument Panel problems. Ignition Module problems. Wiring problems. Anti-theft
Controller problems. Instrument Panel Failure problems. Battery problems. Saturn VUE owners
have reported problems related to electrical system under the electrical system category. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. I'm getting codes p and p, air bag not working
code on. See all problems of the Saturn VUE. Recently my ignition key can again be removed
without being in the off position. Traction control stays on and transmission engages then
release slipping. Also hybrid system nit working at all never turn off and any stop like a hybrid.
Key every now and would get stuck in the ignition cylinder. Finally it just didnt come out. No
money to buy new key. Had to recover key and in attempting to do so the igntion cylinder was
greatly damaged. Now car starts but immediately shuts off while security light steady flashes.
Its my only form of transportation. It was cause now its just sitting there needing a whole
ignition cylinder and switch maybe. The ignition is fault. The key can be removed when vehicle
is in on position. Tl-the contact owns a Saturn Vue. The contact stated that while driving at 30
mph, all dashboard warning lights illuminated including the battery warning light.
Simultaneously, the power steering ceased operation temporarily causing the vehicle to swerve.
The contact also stated that while traveling up an incline, the battery warning light flashed and
then went away once back on leveled ground. The contact sent a fax to the vice president of
safety at general motors in regards to the failure; the contact had yet to hear back from anyone
at general motors. The vehicle had not been repaired. The failure mileage was approximately ,
While driving the vehicle, the power steering suddenly goes out, making steering very, very
difficult. It happens more often in cooler weather and usually turning vehicle off and parking for
a little while corrects the problem. Tried to check power steering fluid, was told it is an electric
system. Vehicle hasn't retained correct amount of fuel. Vehicle has electrical and mechanical
issues out of no where. Driver seat has issues that will not allow for the seat to incline but only
recline which happened while driving on city street. I'm scared to drive vehicle and I've only had
it for almost 2 years. The key can be removed from the ignition when the ignition is not in the
"off" position. Electrical system affected. The lights on the dash are sometimes on, sometimes
not on or some of the lights come on but not others. My keys come out of the ignition , I keep
having electrical failures and my pipes keep messing up. Takata recall security light comes on
reduced power while driving all gas and speed gauges are all turned to the right car dosent
move when cut on no power steering wheel gets hard unable to turn or steer this has been
going on for 3 months now. The key will not release from the ignition when the shifter is put in
park. The key stuck in the key lock cylinder and would not turn. All lights stay one in the
vehicle. Takata recall first my ignition started sticking and then my battery would not start my
car now my car wont even turn on because the ignition is stuck on off the key goes in but wont
move. And on my remote when I unlock my doors my hot seat buttons flicker and sometimers
my air bags say there not on. Dashboard fire. The vehicle was stationary for two and half hours
before it was noticed the dashboard was on fire. Tl- the contact owns a Saturn Vue. The contact
stated she enters the key into the ignition, it failed to start the vehicle. The contact stated she
also heard an abnormal noise when driving on rough roads. The vehicle was taken to
independent mechanic, where it was unable to diagnosed the failure. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired as of yet. A dealer was not contacted. The manufacturer had not been
informed of failure. The failure mileage was , When my vehicle is stopped I cannot rotate the

ignition key to the off position. The problem was identified by the dealer as a faulty
transmission park shifter. The car doesn't know what position the shift selector switch is "in"
and doesn't signal the ignition. The windows won't come down with the car started, because the
position of the car is not correct or not recognized. This is a dangerous defect, when you can't
lower your windows or must leave the car running, for fear of auto theft. The other safety
implications are not known as far as driving and can't lower windows or other mishap based on
the unknown transmission selector switch position. There is a bulletin out c, but it didn't cover
my VIN , but I believe the recall or special adjustment should be expanded. Purchased Saturn
Vue redline v6 3. Seems to effect all electronic systems under control of this module, uncertain
of all involved. Assume this would include airbags and other safety features. Sudden and
unexpected loss of power steering leads to potential loss of vehicle control at high speeds.
Internet searches reveal countless encounters by owners to this same issue. During cold
weather especially, initial start up of vehicle in morning or after extended few hours parked,
leads to loss of all electrical power, 3 minutes after start up, electrical system seems
possessed. After, check engine light on, believe code is p Seems to indicate pcm. Also causes
loss of power after driving for period of time. I have personally lost power steering and electrical
power at 65 mph at highway speeds. No speedometer, no anything. Nearly lost control of
vehicle, narrowly avoiding head on collision with cement median divider. Cannot believe there
is no recall! What will this take? Car goes into redused engine power on the highway. Engine
shuts down completely. Pull over shut off car wait and restart car. Sometimes it happenes again
right away sometimes it doesnt happen for months later. Key wont turn in ignition. Bought new
key but problem has continued. Car is off and in park when this happens. While the vehicle is
stationary in parked like mode, when going to start the engine, there is nothing. No clicking, no
sound. Other times it will start but struggle and other times within seconds of the first 2
examples above, it will start right up. Very dangerous. After sitting for awhile, I tried to use the
key fob to unlock the car. It did nothing. I used the key then to unlock the doors and the dome
lights did not work. However, the car started up with the second turn of the key. After driving
home, the key fob worked again along with the dome lights. While driving at several other times,
the radio will shut off and the clock will reset to midnight and the calendar will reset. This will
happen while driving as well as when the engine is first started. This will happen at least once a
week. This has been happening for several months now. I was driving at highway speed about
60 miles per hour stepped down on accelerator a little harder in order to pass somebody and
the throttle stuck wide open engine was racing car was speeding up. I tried to use the brakes
but they were insufficient I shifted the car to neutral pull over and then turn the engine off when
I start it again the problem was gone. I do not wish to drive this car until this is fixed. Car has
lost power on dash lights, radio when our daughter was driving on the freeway or around town
especially when turnin the steering wheel, looses power, and she was forced to get into the
emergency lane. Key gets stuck in ingnition upon starting car intermittently will not start
without jumping the car off or without wiggling the wires on top of the battery connecting to the
brain. We have had the battery replaced. Stabilitract light was on and we had the dealer check it
out they replaced the brake computer module. Radio will cut off, dash lights go off
intermittently. Tl the contact owns a Saturn Vue. While driving various speeds, the vehicle
stalled and lost power. The contact restarted the vehicle and it functioned normally. After
starting the vehicle, the check engine indicator illuminated. While attempting to shift into drive,
the gear failed to comply even though the gear indicator displayed that the vehicle was in drive.
The vehicle was taken to sears auto center where it was diagnosed that there were electrical
failures. The dealer and manufacturer were not notified of the failure. Now this is like the 5th
time I think I have wrote a letter to this company and no one has answered me I've had
problems with my car being parked on a hill and it rolls backwards when no one's inside of it
and other little things thats on the Saturn recall but my car is not on the list. But now I'm having
a problem with my back door not shutting when I shut it it opens unexpectently. In the words of
car talk it's called 1. Transmission case porosity at park pawl 2. Also the interior lights on the
trans stick is out, my warning dash boards light come in for no reason 1st it was oil light which I
received an oil change a month ago and now it's the check engine light, car alarm goes off when
the back door acts up. Now I hope to here from someone soon. I might go to the news cause I
need help and you people not helping so that might make u move faster. But if I die of my car
rolls away and kills one of these kids outside I will sue you people so hard. Waiting for an awser
bye. Fyi ive been having problems with this car since I bought it in Takata recall this afternoon,
the airbag warning light came on and stayed on. I was not moving. Previously, the electrical
system went out and was costly to repair, had to be towed from pittsburgh to cleveland. Over
the past year and half I've had numerous electrical issues. Head lights dimming and flashing at
very high intervals almost like a dim strobe. Radio not turning on. Interior lights not coming on.

Odometer light dims. Random dinging noise. Turn signal not always working or working
sporadically. Front windshield wipers not always coming on and when they do it's sporadic.
Rear windshield not coming on but will after an engine restart. Key stuck in the ignition. Hazard
lights not working when engine is off. All this has happened slowly over the last year and half.
I've replaced the battery twice and have had it in the shop multiple times and they can't find an
issue. Everyone with these problems will tell you that a mechanic can't run a test for the
problem if it's not happening at that time. We also all know too well these problems come and
go very quickly and sometimes temporarily fix themselves with just an engine restart, driving
over a bump which also brings on the issues or shaking the wire harness on top of the battery.
The last few months the problems have gotten worse. The big occurrence came when I was just
two minutes down the road from where I live, I had the Vue not start up or even turn over and
the key was locked in the ignition. I opened up the hood, tapped once on the black box on top of
the battery and the Vue started dinging and was able to turn the vehicle on. I then drove to my
house and the vehicle completely shut off on me and restarted twice within that two min drive. I
lost total power and very limited control of the steering wheel. This issue has been brought up
and complained about hundreds of times on the internet and has yet to be investigated. Please
investigate this electrical issue. My airbag light won't turn off. My dashboard lights won't reset.
The staircase light is on, the oil light, the suspension light. I've had electrical problems since
purchasing the car which now has 99, miles on it. The contact owns a Saturn Vue. The ignition
cylinder was replaced by don nester auto group west houghton lake drive, houghton lake, mi ,
phone: ; however, the repair did not correct the failure. The contact was provided two keys with
the repair, but neither of them unlocked the vehicle doors. The contact was unable to drive the
vehicle for several weeks. The dealer stated that the door locks needed to be replaced. The
manufacturer refused to assist with replacing the door locks. The vehicle was not repaired.
Ignition key falls out while vehicle is running and in gear, driving down the road. Automatic
transmission. Car Problems. Ignition Switch problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Ignition Module problems. Wiring problems. Battery
problems. Instrument Panel problems. Believe it or not, the new Saturn Vue is pretty awesome
with an honda engine and practical design. This is one low profile suv which is among the best
out there. It's ashamed that consumer magazines never realized what a great product Saturn
was. Due to their constant negative comments about these vehicles, GM was forced to stop
production. The general consensus from this part of the country at least, was that the Saturn
products were top rate and I can vouch for that. This Vue has been my 3rd Saturn since All 3
vehicles have well exceeded miles with just normal wear and tear repairs. The plastic panels
held up excellent to our New York winters of snow, slush, and salt. Even the undercarriage held
up well, never having to replace any fuel, brake lines or structural parts. Why didn't these
consumer mags ever mention the durability of these vehicles. The Saturn dealers provided
service that could not be matched by any competitor in this region. Since this will most likely be
my last Saturn, my goal is to achieve miles. This was such a great car; I cried when I found out
Saturn was shutting down and I wouldn't be able to buy another new one. Bought it brand new
for my brand new mile each way commute. It's the perfect marriage of fuel-efficiency and SUV
comfort. No problems with it at all, drove it from new till 75K miles before I traded it in for a new
car; I wish I hadn't. A few issues, but nothing too serious. Had to replace strut making noise
again after replaced , drive-shaft bearing, wheel bearing. No issues with Honda engine or
transmission. Performance is fabulous, but there are some minor issues, such as; wind noise,
quite a bit of road noise, radio cuts out intermittently - although sound system sounds fantastic.
Overall, I have been very happy with performance and comfort. I bought my Vue used with 81,
miles. Had minor work done on driver side door as it needed to be adjusted to keep the entry
lights off. Replaced tie-ends. Very minor stuff. Bumps are a bit noisy but are just an undesired
design feature as the mounts are easily loosened. It is not a safety issue at all. I have no
problem with wind noise. I have read other reviews stating that the Vue does not handle well in
the snow. I disagree with this and chalk it up as driver error. I have had no problems in our
North Dakota winters at all. I've made it out of some pretty deep drifts and severe ice conditions.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the VUE. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Good Bang for your Buck! Amazing car! I'm sad Saturn is phased out. Items per page:.
Sponsored cars related to the VUE. Sign Up. Electrical issue?? User Name Remember Me? I
swear this car is an enigma. Ok, the battery has been replaced 3 times this year and we do not
know what is causing it to drain. After replacing it for the 3rd time a couple of months ago, it
went dead a month later. When I try to start it it's completely dead. So we jump it and I get to my
destination. No clock, nothing. So after I turn the car off for minutes it's dead again. I noticed
when I opened the door before I started it that the lights we're flickering and it was making a

clicking sound. A load that large would cause a robust arc when the negative battery clamp was
removed from the battery. If such an arc occurred I think I'd disconnect the power lead from the
generator and check for a similar arc. The positive battery clamp has a second cable to feed
power to under-hood fuse block and electrical power steering system which should also be
replaced. I visit forum monthly, if at all. Feel free to send private messages if you think I can
help. Don't use visitor message as I never check those. Originally Posted by far2grumpy.
Correction, once the battery is fully charged it will take weeks to drain again. My mother in law
had my car and we'd jump it but she never drove it long enough to fully charge the battery again
so that is why it would go dead the next day. Now I have the car back so we'll see. In the past, a
fully charged battery would last about a month. Still odd and need to figure out what's slowly
draining it. POWER; battery, battery cables, their connections, drive belt and alternator. A good
battery is only as good as the rest of the electrical and mechanical system. The best way for at
home testing of the battery, alternator and belt drive is to check them, starting with drive belt
and tensioner. A loose drive belt that deflects easily with fingers pressing on the belt between
pulleys may mean a worn out belt tensioner squealing during cold morning start ups until the
belt warms up. A loose drive belt won't allow the alternator to run correctly - the alternator
supplies all the electrical demands of a car while slow charging the battery. Eliminating drive
belt problems leaves the electrical system. Be sure corrosion doesn't exist otherwise cleaning
with a warm solution of baking soda and water using a toothbrush will dissolve and neutralize
powdery residue on battery terminals. Battery cleaner spray contain baking soda along with
protectant to reduce the tendency for residue to form again. Normal standby battery voltage is
always above 12 volts. Engine idling should have the alternator outputting between Measured at
the battery. I finally narrowed it down to a bad connection at the pos battery terminal, slight
corrosion which breaks contact with the battery. Try cleaning it and make sure it's tight. The
original battery that came with the Vue leaked battery acid through the side terminal posts at
less than 3 years old. The next time I have to replace the battery I'm going to use a top post
battery with new cables. I've seen this same problem many times with side post batteries. The
manifested symptoms sound strikingly similar to what I was experiencing in my post from
"Interesting" electrical problem, Saturn Vue 3. If you have to replace the alternator, do yourself a
favor--make sure to shop around for the best price and that it's a NEW AC Delco alternator. All
times are GMT The time now is AM. Contact Us - SaturnFans. The Saturn Enthusiasts Site. User
Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by liss Find More
Posts by far2grumpy. Find More Posts by JefferyC. Find More Posts by fdryer. Find More Posts
by bswarm. Find More Posts by ljw Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Electrical Issues
VUE. Need Help with an Electrical Issue. Electrical Issue. Worried about potential repair costs?
An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to
see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently
Saturn VUE problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most expensive repairs
Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 42 repair trips. The repair cost chart
excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include
maintenance. Dealer said it would cost quite a bit to fix it so decided not to Fix. Went to get an
estimate. There's a leak in the compressor. Decided not to fix. Car battery light came on and
eventually stopped running. Had it towed to a shop. Replaced the strut mount assembly to fix a
creaking sound. Replaced radio receiver assembly. Replaced the tint on the front windows due
to moulding, also replaced the moulding causing the issue. No other repairs since this. Window
stuck in the down position. Window stuck in down position. Dealer replaced turn signal stalk
switch. The visor would vibrate and konk me in the head when I opened it. It was replaced under
warranty on an oil change trip. Heating element replaced. Warren Tech. Replaced fitting.
Charged system. Problem resolved. Plus Emission light on, new gas cap installed. Codes
cleared. Bad sensor. Default radio some lights did not work. After getting 2nd radio was
repaired. First one was defective. See TrueDelta's information for all Saturn models. Radio
would not accept change of time. This is the second unit to be replaced in as many years. Radio
would not play CD despite being replaced only two months prior. This is the third radio for this
vehicle. Heated driver seat stopped working. Airconditioning wasn't cooling. The alternator
stopped charging the battery. Repaired the driver side seat heater. R2 driver's window motor
and relay. Replaced window motor assembly in passenger side window. Power door lock switch
failed due to water incursion from heavy rain with window momentarily opened. The turn signal
stalk started smoking after flashing the bright lights. The clip that holds the driver's sun visor
broke while we were on vacation. Dash cluster had to be replaced-short in the original cluster
caused speedometer to read mhp when sitting still, in Park. Battery dies if radio left on or doors
left open without engine running. Connector had shaken loose at fuse box, first AC stopped
working then stall no start. Drivers airbag troulbe light on. Radio coming on at half volume if

steering mounted controls are used to move between bands from AM to FM. So how do you find
out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time
wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. There is a recall on this vehicle, Saturn Vue for and I was told this can no longer be
fixed. It is a recal number and I need to know where I can get this repaired. I can remove my key
while the ignition is still running. Purchased Saturn Vue redline V6 3. Seems to effect all
electronic systems under control of this module, uncertain of all involved. Assume this would
include airbags and other safety features. Sudden and unexpected loss of power steering leads
to potential loss of vehicle control at high speeds. Internet searches reveal countless
encounters by owners to this same issue. During cold weather especially, initial start up of
vehicle in morning or after extended few hours parked, leads to loss of all electrical power, 3
minutes after start up, electrical system seems possessed. After, check engine light on, believe
code is P Seems to indicate PCM. Also causes loss of power after driving for period of time. I
have personally lost power steering and electrical power at 65 mph at highway speeds. No
speedometer, no anything. Nearly lost control of vehicle, narrowly avoiding head on collision
with cement median divider. Cannot believe there is no recall! I am the 2nd owner of my Saturn
Vue Since I acquired the vehicle I have been able to remove the key while the vehicles is:
Running, stationary or driving, in-gear or not. I've always thought of this as a unique feature it's
been surprisingly helpful! I entered my VIN and it didn't come back with a recall associated with
it, so this might not even be an issue? I just want to be certain in case this is a dangerous
"feature". Search CarComplaints. I can also remove the ignition key when the key is not in the
'off' position. I have been told the reason it turns so hard is because it's a safety mechanism. I
have to rock the key back and forth for a couple of minutes, sometimes. Other times, I only have
to rock it once or twice. I can feel it 'catching' and not wanting to move past the off position.
Being able to remove the key without it being in the 'off' position is a safety issue. The key has
always turned hard sine I purchased the car in It has gotten much worse in the last six months.
This happens whether I am parked on a city street, or any other place including inclines and
declines, my driveway, etc. The ignition is in the off position and I am trying to start it when it
turns extremely hard. My cars hubcaps have fell off several times and J can't find a size that fits
2 of them so I don't have any. My ignition switch gets stuck while parked and I've been locked
out if my car several times. There are times where it won't turn at all and I have to lock the
steering wheel and try to jiggy the key forever. The key doesn't turn all the way to the off switch
and the key can be removed while driving. Now my passenger side door won't up. I use the key
to unlock the door and the thing pops up but the door won't open and since I only have one
door with a key hole all the other doors stay locked as well. So I've spent hundreds on
locksmiths or I have to keep pulling the handle or banging on the door or my husband pushes
the door an shakes the entire car. This is embarrassing and frustrating as well as dangerous
since J can't lock my doors. Sometimes when I leave the doors unlocked they lock on their own
after I walk away. I have to crawl through the passengers side door to get in when the drivers
door won't open. This car has a mind of its own! All four head lights out of nowhere just started
to flash and it went from a flash to out not coming on at all and I have checked all fuses relays
and lightbulbs just driving down a dry road no water at all - North Fort Myers, FL, USA. Ignition
key falls out while vehicle is running and in gear, driving down the road. Automatic
transmission. While I was sitting in my car waiting for my daughter to get out of work, the car
was running, when there was smoke pouring from the steering column. I immediately shut the
car off and the smoke dissipated. This was 2 days ago and now my wipers do not work. My
mechanic said that the air bag wires had caught fire and burned out the wipers. I thought I
received a recall notice about the ignition switch. When I'm driving along, it's possible to pull
the key out of the ignition, and that shouldn't happen! It is very hard to then get the key back in.
Sitting in traffic at a light in drive with brakes applied not moving, Chevy pick up truck, hit my
back bumper, the light on my dash indicated the air bags deployed, and a light on my dash said
passenger air bag is off, the air bags did not deploy. I thought that a federal law was passed in
the early 's that the air bag system was to be on it's own circuit so it can not be turned off by
any other circuits? I can't believe this is true I bought this car in brand new, and I feel the
Chevrolet corporation should be responsible for the repairs. Please respond as fast as you can
because I have only one car, and the guy that hit me his insurance is looking into it. Have a
good day. Upon initial startup, electrical systems do not work in the dash and light and power
steering. After it warms up, it will begin to work. Sparks and burning smells have come from the
dash area. This problem is particularly bad in cold weather. If you attempt to drive it before the
electrical systems warm up and start to work the sparks are really bad and you have no power
steering. This problem appears to be very common as I have seen several posts about this

issue and other complaint boards. This problem has been occurring for at least a year and a half
but it's particularly noticeable in the winter.. The key falls out of the ignition. The key system is
unsafe. Smoke coming out of steering wheel, while in motion on a city street. I was stranded
several times by the ignition switch refusing to turn or engage to start the engine. I checked
recall notices and noticed that other years, like the , had received recall notices to have the
ignition lock cylinder replaced. I never received a recall and I would like to know if I missed a
recall notification. My mechanic told me he had just had another person in the previous week
with the exact same issue. Is there any recourse for me? The contact owns a Saturn Vue. The
contact stated that while driving at 55 mph, a puff of smoke and an abnormal odor emitted from
the steering wheel without warning. In addition, the high beam indicator flashed on and off
independently. The contact also stated that on another occasion, the high beam and low beam
headlights operated independently and failed to shut off as the vehicle was off. The contact was
able to shut off the lights by starting the vehicle and then shutting it off. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was
, So I quickly get my keys and try turning lights off but they wouldn't turn off, then I go outside
to vehicle to turn them off but they still wouldn't go out. So my husband wakes up and comes
outside and turn vehicle on and switches switch back and forward and then they go out. But
what is going on with this vehicle why is this happening? Not what you are looking for? Search
for something else:. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. July in Saturn. I have a
Saturn Vue, and for the last month I've been afraid to get in my car because I worry that it will
stop functioning A month ago my car wouldn't start. I got a jump, went to get the battery
checked, it was OK, and there wasn't an explanation for it. Today my car wouldn't start. I cried
for a minute, tried again, and it started, but the start up took slightly longer than it normally
does. I went and got the battery tested, it was bad, I changed it. I drove for about a minute and
the lights turned on. I turned my car off and restarted it, and it turned on normally. I am hoping
this isn't an electrical problem, aren't those expensive? Can anyone shed any light? Last night
when I got home I realized it was out again I check it every day to make sure , and then this
morning is when I had the problems Thank you! July From your description, yes, it does sound
like an electrical problem. You may have a short circuit somewhere in your system, a faulty
alternator or some electronic control unit is malfunctioning. The hard part is finding the root
cause of the problem but "expensive" is a relative term. I'd much prefer looking for electrical
problems than having an engine or transmission rebuilt. Actually I think I found the source of
the problem. At least I really hope I did. It just happened to be a lot of unfortunate coincidences.
My light is just dead. My battery was dead. And the reason my dash lights weren't on was
because someone turned that weird disc thing right above my radio that controls in LED light
intensity. That's the only conclusion I can come up with that immediately fixes the problem. I
have no idea what the point of that dial is for, I just know keeping it turned in 1 direction solves
the problem. Thank you for the help! Hiker67 Posts: October I had a bad ground in the front,
which affected my turn signals, AC compressor, horn, and maybe a few other things. When I
drew enough electrical current, the engine would actually die. I ran a wire from the horn ground
wire to the stud where the cable from the negative battery terminal attaches to the body. This
seems to fix the problem, but I would like to fix the bad ground if I can find it. Does anyone
know where on the body the harness that the horn ground feeds into attaches to the body for a
ground? I want to check the contact there if I can get to it. Thanks for any help. I have a Saturn
Vue and today I got in the car turned the radio on and there is absolutely no power! It's dead.
Now there is a story that goes along with this. I bought my Vue in Jan 06 and within about 2
weeks the trouble with the radio started. At that point the radio looked to be on however there
was no audio. I was annoyed but took it to the dealer and they replaced the amp. Well it worked
for a few months and the same thing happened. I took it in again and they "re-booted" the radio
and it worked again. You won't believe this but I have had to take the car in for the same
problem with the radio 8 times! There was one occasion when the radio simply would not come
on like what is happening today so they replaced the radio. The last time I had a problem they
said they replaced the Amp Well now of course the vehicle warranty has expired and I'm not
sure what to do but I feel that this is totally unacceptable. The last time I expressed my
frustration to a manager at the dealership because I had been in 8 times for the radio his
response was "We have brand new radios upstairs. You should buy one! I feel like they should
be giving me an upgrade at no cost for the inconvenience of this situation. I think if I bring it in
to them and they try to charge me to repair or replace it now that the warranty is expired I may
lose my cool and become irate! It's been a hassle for almost 4 years now and every time I get in
my car I cross my fingers when I turn on the radio. I guess any advice from anyone who has had

a similar situation would be helpful but I would like to know if anyone knows how to reboot this
type of radio. Or could it be a fuse? I would be willing to troubleshoot myself before bringing it
in. August Mel- NO electrical problems with our Vue until yetsreday. It started making a noise
and it is the alternator. Chevy dealer said it is "falling apart"!? That sounded weird to me, but we
are not the only ones. It is a Honda 6 engine, and i wonder if a Honda part will do it? It is
expensive to replace. BUT this is the 3rd time for the cheapo driver side sun visor! We are
happy with the car and the service however. September I am need of advice on how to proceed
with power seat problem for my Vue Redline Over the last 4 months the fuse for the power seat
has blown with increasing frequency. My wife usually notices when she goes to use the car.
Track was clear. Problem not solved. Had can of glass cleaner which was removed. It was little
dry so lubricated. Confirmed it was correct. Determined seperate fuse. No fuse blown. Seat
worked fine from start to finish of trip including before car turned off. Fuse was blown when car
was used again. I do not think problem is with seat based on above. Any ideas? On side note in
the past I have had following minor electrical? It is not related to load on engine, etc. Comes
back in little bit. Have to turn car off and restart to solve. Both issues are infrequent and have
been investigated with no cause found or even able to repeat. Only other change in last 9
months was installation of remote start by dealer 6 months before fuses started blowing. So I
am at a loss on how to solve. Can only use fuse for short amount of time before blowing. Any
suggestions would greatly be appreciated. GreggWoodcock Posts: 4. December edited
December There were 2 problems with the battery connections. This was the main problem and
made the care stable for a few weeks but then the symptoms came creeping back. So I went
back to the battery area and found The connection of the crimp to the ring was so week that
when I gently pulled on it, it separated completely see the 2 pictures: 1 before, 1 after. I stripped
it back and screwed the nut directly onto the wire did not yet replace with another proper ring
lug and have done miles with heavy load and no electrical glitches at all. Vuefan19 Posts: 1.
February Hello all, I know this is an old thread, but I'm trying to get the word out to Vue owners:
If you have a Redline or similar vehicle with 'premium audio', replacing the amp or radio will not
solve the famous 'no sound' problem. It is a known issue with the amplifier. I have not seen a
fix, but there is a simple workaround. If the radio makes no so
car engine exploded view
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und but is otherwise operating panel lights up, controls do something on the display, etc : with
key out , remove a fuse called either 'Amp' or 'Prem Audio' in the fuse compartment under the
hood driver side, behind the battery. Keep it out for 10 seconds and reinstall. Sound will be
restored for some period of time. In my case, it goes for several months before the procedure
needs to be done again. If this procedure does not restore the sound, step 1 would be to replace
the fuse you pulled with a spare of the same rating. If that does not work, then replace the
amplifier. That is per the factory service manual. This is a simple procedure; no need to
disconnect the battery, and there will be no sparks. Usually there is a supplied puller made of
yellow or black plastic. If you don't have the puller, a pair of pliers will work fine. Pull the fuse
straight up and push it straight down to reinstall. There is a fuse guide on the inside of the
compartment lid. Sign In or Register to comment.

